Abstract -The problem of multiobjective fuel loading pattern (LP) optimization employing high-fidelity three-dimensional (3-D) models is resolved by introducing the concepts of discontinuous penalty function, dominance, and two-dimensional (2-D)-based screening into the simulated annealing (SA) algorithm. Each constraint and objective imposed on a reload LP design is transformed into a discontinuous penalty function that involves a jump to a quadratic variation
I. INTRODUCTION
The search for an optimum fuel assembly~FA! loading pattern~LP! in the reload core design amounts to a multiobjective constrained optimization problem. Given the number of fresh FAs and available burned FAs, the primary objective of the LP design in most pressurized water reactor~PWR! reload problems is to maximize the cycle length while satisfying all safety constraints such as the maximum peak linear heat generation rate and negative moderator temperature coefficient~MTC!. The secondary objectives would be to minimize the integrated radial peaking factor as well as the fuel cost to ensure higher thermal margin and better economy. Some of these objectives, however, are mutually exclusive.
Therefore, satisfying all of them simultaneously can hardly be achieved, and compromises of competing objectives need to be made.
For the solution of the LP optimization problem, the simulated annealing~SA! algorithm 1 has been used widely [2] [3] [4] because of the powerful feature of SA that prevents the solver from being trapped in local minima by allowing moves to worse states, let alone to better states. In the single-objective SA~SOSA! algorithm, which involves only a mono-objective function, the LP optimization problem has been solved with the constrained objective function method in which the main objective function is augmented by the penalty terms reflecting the extent of violation of the constraints. The multiobjective problem involving multiple objectives has also been solved by SA algorithms. [5] [6] [7] Engrand 5 was the first to present a multiobjective SA~MOSA! algorithm, *E-mail: joohan@snu.ac.kr NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING: 162, 134-147~2009! which makes combined use of what he called the G function, which is defined as the sum of all the logarithmic values of individual objective functions, and the concept of dominance. 8, 9 He showed that the use of the G function for calculating the acceptance probability of trial solutions and the concept of dominance 8 for archiving candidate solutions enable his MOSAto find the surface of Pareto points or the trade-off surface that multiobjective optimization solvers seek. Parks and Suppapitnarm 6 noted that Engrand's MOSA algorithm has two weaknesses such as the possibility of favoring some objectives over others and that of discriminating trial solutions moving toward the trade-off surface. Pointing out that these weaknesses are attributed to the dissimilarity in magnitude of individual objective functions forming the G function and a deficiency of the acceptance logic of trial solutions, they suggested an improved MOSA algorithm that uses individual annealing temperatures for each objective instead of the composite objective function like Engrand's G function and a modified acceptance logic. In their acceptance logic, an archiving for the trial solution and then the routine SA acceptance test is followed for the failed LPs.
Keller 7 observed that the improved MOSA algorithm 6 has several drawbacks when applied to constrained in-core optimization problems with a large number of constraints. Their formula to calculate the acceptance probability as the product of individual acceptance probabilities is apt to cause arithmetic underflow or overflow errors when a new LP accompanies a large change in one of the objective function values. The individual annealing schedule for each objective may lead to premature cooling with the increasing number of objective functions, which would either cause trapping in local minima when the optimization proceeds with an LP far from the trade-off surface or not allow a search length adequate to characterize a trade-off surface in the presence of constraints. Keller 7 showed that he could get around three drawbacks by introducing several modifications in the formula for acceptance probability calculation, annealing rate parameters for individual objectives, annealing schedule for the primary objectives, adaptive penalty control algorithm, a termination criterion, etc., at the cost of complexity and empiricism.
As noted from these developments, one of the central elements that characterize a MOSA algorithm is how to determine the acceptance probability of a new trial solution along with the annealing schedule. Using the G function as if it were a composite objective function is the salient feature of Engrand's MOSA, even though the G function is the source of its weakness. The improved MOSA~Refs. 6 and 7! avoids the G function because of its deficiency by using individual annealing temperatures for each objective. Formulating the composite objective function adequately, however, one can devise another MOSA algorithm that gets around not only the weaknesses of Engrand's MOSA but also the complexity and empiricism of the improved MOSA.
One of the objectives of this paper is to present a new MOSA algorithm that utilizes a discontinuous penalty function as the composite objective function fit for a given multiobjective optimization problem. The new MOSA is similar to Engrand's because it uses the composite objective function to determine the acceptance probability of trial solutions, yet it does not have the shortcoming of the latter because individual objective functions forming the composite objective function are similar in magnitude. The new MOSA is different from Engrand's because it treats the composite objective function just like the constrained objective function of SOSA optimization problems. As a consequence, the parallel computing SOSA algorithm available in Ref. 4 can be implemented automatically without complexity and empiricism 7 introduced by Keller for the efficacy of the improved MOSA. Specifically, the new MOSA is free from the possibility of committing underflow or overflow errors. It does not need adaptive penalty control measures to avoid the constraint violation of the archive solutions because discontinuous penalty functions are used to construct the composite objective function. It does not require introducing the two-stage annealing schedule for the primary objectives to promote the SA search along the trade-off surface. The termination criterion as well as the cooling rate parameters do not rely on empiricism. These points will be discussed in Sec. II.
In contrast to the merit of a better global minimum search capability, a drawback of SA is the huge computing requirement leading to a long execution time. One of the measures that can be used to reduce the computing time is parallelization, and the other would be to use a lower-order model. 10 In the previous work, 4 we proposed a parallel computing adaptive SA scheme employing a two-dimensional~2-D! core model. However, it is often encountered that the final solution obtained from the 2-D model-based SA calculation is not satisfactory when it is reevaluated by the three-dimensional 3-D! model. In order to avoid this problem, it is better to adopt the 3-D model being used in the design analysis directly during the SA calculation although this will lead to a significant increase in the computing time. However, it is possible to establish an efficient 3-D model-based SA scheme that can avoid excessive 3-D evaluations by utilizing a 2-D model-assisted acceptance or rejection criterion. As the second objective of this paper, we present a 2-D model-based screening technique 11,12~S T! that allows a considerable portion of the LP evaluation done by a 2-D model rather than by a 3-D model. In order to assess the performance of the new MOSA-based LP optimization method characterized by both the discontinuous penalty function and the 2-D-based ST, the LP optimization problem of a real PWR plant, cycle 4 of Yonggwang Nuclear Unit 4 YGN4! of Korea, 13 is solved with the dual objectives of maximizing the cycle length and minimizing the radial peaking factor.
II. MULTIOBJECTIVE SIMULATED ANNEALING WITH DISCONTINUOUS PENALTY FUNCTIONS
The LP optimization problem here is to find the best FA LP for a reload cycle PWR core that maximizes the cycle length and minimizes the power peaking factor as well as the fuel cost while meeting all the design constraints. It is thus a constrained optimization problem. Mathematically, the problem can be stated as follows:
Find X that minimizes f~X ! subject to g~X ! Յ 0 ,~1! where X designates an LP. f~X
is an m-dimensional column vector with the superscript T denoting the transpose of a vector. f i 's~i ϭ 1, 2, . . . , m! are individual objective functions to be minimized individually and are associated with the cycle length, the peaking factors, and other performance parameters of
T is an n-dimensional column vector formed by n design constraint functions, g j~j ϭ 1, 2, . . . , n!. For our problem, the design constraints generally include the limits for the radial pin power peaking factor~F r !, the peak linear heat rate or the 3-D pin power peaking factor~F q !, the pin discharge burnup~PDB!, the MTC at hot full power and at hot zero power at beginning of cycle, etc.
In order to solve the minimization problem by SA, it is necessary to define a scalar functional in terms of the multiobjective functions and constraint functions. In the following, several methods for defining the scalar functional are discussed starting from the conventional penalty function method. 14 The goal is to establish a new multiobjective function that can be less sensitive to the penalty coefficients.
II.A. Formulation of Discontinuous Penalty Function
The penalty function method treats design constraints as penalty terms on the optimization functional that is to be minimized. As such it makes use of the scalar functional F~X ! defined as a weighted sum of individual objective functions:
The optimization problem stated by Eq.~1! is then rephrased in this method as Find X that minimizes F~X ! .~3! The vector u or the penalty coefficients are fixed constants in the static penalty function method while they may change adaptively in the dynamic penalty function method during the course of SA optimization calculations. In either case, the determination of the proper u is a difficult problem because the relative weight of any one constraint function to another constraint function can hardly be known. Actually, how to set the penalty coefficients for all the involved constraint functions is not a well-defined problem either. Besides, there is no 100% guarantee that the optimum solution from it does not violate the constraints all the time, unless u is carefully controlled. Because of these reasons, it is desirable to convert the constrained minimization problem to an unconstrained problem that does not require determining penalty coefficients.
Suppose that the design constraints are given by
Let us define the penalty function, J i~X !~i ϭ1, 2, . . . , n!, corresponding to each constraint by
and a i is a user-defined constant that may be taken simply to 1. u~x! is the unit step function defined as
is the expected value of the squared deviation of the i 'th constraint. It is used here to normalize the value of d i 2 so that J i~X ! becomes more or less similar in magnitude regardless of the types of constraints. Note that u~d i~X !! and J i~X ! are 0 if LP X satisfies the constraint, Eq.~4!, and they are nonzero otherwise. Thus, J i~X ! has a discontinuity at the limiting value, a i~X ! ϭ a i lim , and becomes a quadratic function of a i~X ! beyond this limit.
The penalty function given by Eq.~2! can be extended to the individual objective functions as well by setting a kϩn lim as the required maximum for the k'th objective function. For example, it can be the maximum pin peaking factor for the reload core. In this way, one can treat the m objectives in exactly the same way as n constraints. Now, let us define a global penalty function as the summation of all the penalty functions representative of n constraints and m objective functions:
The combination of this global penalty function with the original objective functions can convert the constrained minimization problem into an unconstrained one, which may be stated as follows:
Note that the minimum value of J~X ! is zero. Therefore, any LP X satisfying J~X ! ϭ 0 not only meets all the constraints but also guarantees that each individual objective function is less than the required maximum set individually. This means that LP X satisfying J~X ! ϭ 0 is qualified as a solution of our optimization problem, and therefore, it is called the feasible solution.
Our new MOSA takes advantage of this fact. The global penalty function is viewed as the composite objective function to be minimized and is treated just like the constrained objective function of the SOSA optimization problem in the new MOSA. Consequently, the MOSA solution can be obtained by a routine SOSA algorithm with 4 At the end of the SA calculation, there may be one or more feasible LPs satisfying J~X ! ϭ 0. If this is the case, the best LP can be chosen among the feasible LPs listed in the order of importance of the designer-set main objective. In case that no feasible LP is produced, one may repeat the SA calculation with some adjustment of the SA parameters involved, such as the cooling rate, the number of LPs being sampled at each cooling stage, or the limits set for the main objective functions. The SOSA algorithm employed for the new MOSA has a serious shortcoming in that it lacks a recipe for recognizing the superiority of one feasible LP over the other feasible ones when determining acceptance of X new because X new is always accepted once it is a feasible LP, namely, when J~X new ! ϭ 0. As a result, discriminating the inferior feasible LP against the superior feasible LP and intervening in the acceptance or rejection of the new LP is not possible with the J function only. To overcome this shortcoming, we incorporate the concept of dominance, 8 which has been used in the multiobjective genetic algorithm 9 and also in the existing MOSA algorithms. [5] [6] [7] The definition is available in the literature. For clarity of our new MOSA algorithm, it is defined here again at the risk of repetition.
Suppose that two LPs X 1 and X 2 are feasible. X 1 is said to dominate X 2 if all the objective functions of X 1 are smaller than those of X 2 , namely, if f i~X1 ! Ͻ f i~X2 ! for all i. Thus, a dominating LP is the better of the two LPs from the standpoint of the objectives of the LP optimization. Incorporation of the concept of dominance into the SA algorithm enables one to accept a new feasible LP when it dominates the current feasible LP that has produced it and makes it possible to remove those feasible LPs archived as the candidate feasible LP set~simply the candidate LP set hereafter! if they are dominated by the new feasible LP. The candidate LP set here refers to the set of the feasible LPs that are created and updated through the dominance check during the course of MOSA optimization. The logic for updating the candidate LP set is explained below together with the acceptance logic for the new LP. Figure 1 shows the SA acceptance algorithm modified by incorporating the concept of dominance. As noted in Fig. 1 , the conventional SA algorithm is basically applied, but it is subject to modification when a new feasible LP is produced from the current feasible LP. Suppose that a feasible LP X new is generated from X cur , i.e., J~X new ! ϭ 0. If X cur is not a feasible LP, i.e., if J~X cur ! 0, X new is automatically accepted, and a dominance check is made with the members of the candidate LP set. If X cur is already a feasible one, however, X new is accepted only when it meets dominance conditions dictated by the modified SA algorithm. First of all, X new is always accepted if it dominates X cur . Otherwise, dominance checks are made to determine~a! whether X new dominates any member of the existing candidate LP set or~b! whether X new and the existing candidate LPs are not dominated mutually. If these are the cases, X new is accepted and registered as a new member of the candidate LP set. Otherwise, it is rejected. It must be noted that any existing candidate LPs dominated by X new are eliminated from the candidate LP set whenever the feasible X new is accepted. Besides the acceptance logic of the feasible X new , the new MOSA algorithm is distinguished from the SOSA algorithm in that the former eliminates those member LPs of the existing candidate LP set that are dominated by the newly accepted feasible LP, while the latter retains all the new feasible LPs as the member of the candidate LP set. The new MOSA algorithm updates the candidate LP set at every acceptance of a new feasible LP. After the search is completed, the resulting candidate LP set will contain the feasible LPs that are mutually nondominating but dominate all the other feasible LPs that have been generated during the SA calculation. The designer can choose one of them as the final solution, namely, the best LP.
In summary, incorporation of the concept of dominance into the SA algorithm affects the LP search calculations in two ways. One is to fill gradually the candidate LP set by better LPs dominating the previous feasible LPs. Another is to affect the LP search calculation itself by rejecting the feasible new LPs that are dominated by any existing candidate LP. The effect is nonexistent in the conventional SA calculation and stands out at the later stage of SA calculation when the cooling temperature is very low and it is highly likely to generate new feasible LPs from the current feasible LP. Needless to mention, when the feasible X cur registered as a member in the candidate LP set produces a nonfeasible X new , this has the chance of being accepted as dictated by the SA acceptance probability and may induce a move toward a feasible LP or the trade-off surface according to the subsequent applications of the MOSA algorithm.
The penalty function defined by a weighted sum of discontinuous penalty functions given in Eq.~7! has an advantage that its minimum value is always zero irrespective of the weighting factors. Obviously, it is a special case of the general penalty function,
which has the minimum value of zero, for any set of w i 's Note that Eq.~7! is obtained with uniform weights, e.g., w i ϭ 1 for all i. For this reason, the use of the uniformly weighted penalty function, Eq.~7!, with the penalty functions modified slightly from those in Eq.~5!,
can produce the same result as the nonuniformly weighted penalty function given by Eq.~9!. In this context, let us note that Ic i plays a similar role as the relative importance of the constraint function or the objective function.
To be able to apply the SA algorithm for minimization of the penalty function discussed above, one should specify constants 
Ic i . Since Ic i is a user-specified constant representing the relative importance of the i 'th constraint, c i is also regarded as a free parameter. For the sake of interest, however, it will be shown later that the SA optimization process has a weak dependence on c i . Thus, it does not really matter what value to use for c i in the new MOSA optimization formulation based on the discontinuous penalty function.
II.B. Two-Objective Loading Pattern Optimization
The multiobjective optimization formulation presented above is applicable to problems of both multiple objectives with m . 1 and a single objective with m ϭ 1. To illustrate the simplest example of the multiobjective optimization formulation and also to examine the viability of the MOSA algorithm incorporating the concept of dominance as well as the penalty function method, we consider the reload design problem of the cycle 4 core of YGN4 as the dual-objective LP optimization problem aiming at finding the best LP to have the longest cycle length~L c ! and the lowest possible radial peaking factor F r !, given the fresh and once-and twice-burned FAs. The choice of the lowest F r as another objective parameter here is intended to secure the thermal margin as large as possible because it can turn into an economic benefit. Table I lists the parameters of both the design constraints and the objectives. F r usually plays as a design constraint, particularly in the single-objective optimization problem, but it is treated here as one of the objective parameters. Representing the cycle length to be maximized in the form like constraints, namely, Eq.~4!, in conformity with the penalty function method needs a little precaution. Because the penalty function method is designed to minimize the involved objective parameters, one treats here the negative value of the cycle length as the objective parameter. The constrained optimization condition that the cycle length should meet the required minimum cycle length~L c,min !, e.g., L c~X ! Ն L c,min , can be expressed equivalently as
The dual-objective minimization problem is then stated as follows:
J~X ! in the three-element objective function vector F~X ! is given in Eq.~7! with the individual penalty functions J i~X ! defined in Eq.~11!.
III. SCREENING TECHNIQUE ASSISTED BY TWO-DIMENSIONAL NEUTRONICS EVALUATION MODEL
As mentioned in Sec. I, the SA optimization has a major drawback of long computing time because it requires evaluation of tens of thousands of trial LPs. To get around this, one is tempted to adopt simpler and faster evaluation models such as 2-D models, 2 neural networkassisted models, etc. 10 In most cases, however, the best LPs from these simplified models turn out to be far from being optimal when they are reevaluated by the 3-D design code. To serve the reload core designers' needs, it is most desirable to adopt the 3-D core model used for the neutronic design. The issue in this case is how to alleviate the computational burden. The ST is a way to resolve this issue by screening out a considerable portion of 3-D evaluation of trial LPs and thus reducing the SA computation time.
The ST takes advantage of a predetermined distribution function on dJ~X ! ϭ J 3-D~X ! Ϫ J 2-D~X !, the difference between the 3-D constrained objective function, J 3-D~X !, and its 2-D counterpart, J 2-D~X !, for X. To obtain the distribution function for dJ~X !, one needs to sample and evaluate a set of LPs that supposedly represent the whole range of LPs subject to the SA optimization calculation. Suppose that one has obtained the distribution with the mean dJ and the standard deviation s and also e k ϭ Pr $6dJ~X ! Ϫ dJ6 Յ ks%, which is the probability of dJ~X ! lying within 6ks~k ϭ 1, 2, or 3! from dJ. If one defines J max 3-D~X ! ϭ J 2-D~X ! ϩ dJ ϩ ks and J min 3-D~X ! ϭ J 2-D~X ! ϩ dJ Ϫ ks, it follows that the probability of J 3-D~X ! lying between J min 3-D~X ! and J max 3-D~X ! is 100e k %, namely,
15!
The value of e k depends on the actual distribution function of dJ~X ! and the k value. For example, e 2 ϭ 0.956 and e 3 ϭ 0.997 in the case that dJ~X ! is normally distributed. If one uses e 2 in Eq.~15! in this case, one sees that Pr~J 3-D~X ! Ͻ J min 3-D ! or Pr~J 3-D~X ! Ͼ J max 3-D ! is only 2.2% because of the symmetry of the normal distribution. The ST makes the most of this result to devise an approximate acceptance or rejection criterion that does not require 3-D evaluation for a trial LP sampled in the course of SA optimization.
In order to show how the ST works, let us consider the acceptance probability of a new LP X new produced from the current LP, X cur , exp~ϪDJ0C!. In the SA calculation, this probability is simulated by the pseudorandom number j, and X new is either accepted when exp~ϪDJ0C! Յ j or rejected when exp~ϪDJ0C! Ͼ j. Note that the acceptance and the rejection criteria can be rewritten as The acceptance criterion, Eq.~17!, and the rejection criterion, Eq.~18!, require only the 2-D evaluation of X new . If X new meets Eq.~17!, it is accepted without the 3-D evaluation for it. Likewise, if X new satisfies Eq.~18!, it is rejected without the 3-D evaluation for it. In other words, the above criteria screen out the 3-D evaluations for some of the trial LPs that may appear in the SA optimization process. Consequently, they can reduce the SA computing time. We observe that the acceptance criterion screens out effectively the 3-D evaluations of the trial LPs at the earlier stages of the SA algorithm when the cooling temperature C is high, while the rejection criterion does at the later stages of the SA algorithm when the cooling temperature C is low. Note that the acceptance probability of X new at the high-temperature earlier stages of SA is close to 1, and thus, a greater portion of LPs sampled are accepted as X new , while the rejection probability of X new at the low-temperature later stages of SA is close to 1, and thus, a greater portion of LPs sampled are rejected. As a matter of course, when X new is accepted by Eq.~17!, it replaces X cur as the SA algorithm dictates. Unless the penalty function value of X new is too low, e.g., ϽJ lim , it is approximated by
new ! more accurately. The decision on acceptance of X new in this case is made once more according to the normal acceptance criterion for three dimensions, Eq.~17!. The algorithm of screening as well as the dominance check explained so far is given in a pseudocode form in Fig. 2 .
The adoption of the ST may have an unspecified effect on the best LP search process by the SA algorithm by probably accepting or rejecting LPs that could not be accepted or rejected if the 3-D model is used to evaluate them. In order to avoid this effect as far as one can, one may set e k as high as practicable so that Pr~J 3-D~X ! Ͻ J min 3-D ! or Pr~J 3-D~X ! Ͼ J max 3-D ! becomes small enough to justify the use of the modified acceptance and rejection criteria, Eqs.~15! and~16!, with high confidence. Considering that the increasingly higher e k results in increasingly higher confidence, but increasingly lower efficiency, of the ST, we here adopt e 2 ϭ 0.954 as a compromise. e 2 ϭ 0.954 can be derived exactly when the normal distribution is assumed for dJ~X !. It is arbitrarily set here regardless of the actual distribution function for dJ~X !. It must be noted that utilization of Eqs.~14!,~15!, or~16! for the ST does not need the distribution function for dJ~X ! but the numerical value for e k .
IV. APPLICATION TO REALISTIC LOADING PATTERN SEARCH
The new MOSA algorithm with the discontinuous penalty function and the 2-D-based ST described above were implemented in the Unified Nodal Code for Advanced Reactor Design and Simulation 15~U NCARDS!. To examine its effectiveness in a realistic LP search problem, UNCARDS is applied for the reload design of the cycle 4 core of YGN4, which is a former CombustionEngineering PWR loaded with 177 FAs~Ref. 13!. Shown in Fig. 3 is the actual FA LP for the cycle 4 core of YGN4. It is taken here as the reference LP, the performance of which will be compared with the optimum or the near-optimum LPs generated from the MOSA algorithm presented above. The FAs designated by G0, G1, and G2 are fresh assemblies with 0, 8, 12 burnable poison rods~BPRs!, respectively, while the remaining FAs are once-and twice-burned ones. Table I shows the design limits and constraints actually used for the reference LP and the target limits imposed in this study.
IV.A. Input Parameters of New Multiobjective Simulated Annealing Algorithm and Neutronics Evaluation
The new MOSA algorithm requires user-specified input parameters such as the initial acceptance ratio x, the number of LPs generated and accepted per stage N smp and N acp , the stopping criterion « s , and the probabilities of generating new LP generation logics from a current LP; binary exchanges of FAs~P 1 !, addition of BPRs in fresh FAs~P 2 !, and rotation~P 3 !. Typical values for these parameters have been suggested in previous work. 4 The same values of 0.99, 500, and 50 are used here for x, N smp , and N acp , respectively. « s is set to 0.001, while P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 are set to 0.7, 0.3, and 0.0, respectively. In addition to these parameters, the parameters such as mean squared deviation d iN 2 and the relative penalty importance parameters c i and J lim need to be set. Since d iN 2 can be determined only through evaluations of a certain number of LPs, 100 LPs are arbitrarily generated initially to determine d iN 2 . The specification of c i 's requires care because they determine the relative contribution of the individual penalty functions to the overall penalty function and thus may affect the result of the MOSA optimization. After an extensive sensitivity analysis to be discussed in Sec. IV.B, they are all set to 1.0. J lim can affect the screening efficiency, if it is set to an unnecessarily high value. In this study, it is set to 2.
The 3-D evaluation of LPs by UNCARDS is performed with four radial nodes per FA and 26 axial nodes, while the 2-D evaluations are conducted with one node per assembly. The number of burnup steps is 15. The cycle length is measured in the core average cycle burnup in MWd0kg at the end of the cycle, namely, when the critical soluble boron concentration reaches 10 ppm.
IV.B. Sensitivity Analysis
In the discontinuous penalty function method presented in Sec. II, the penalty coefficients c i 's are free parameters that must be specified for the MOSA calculations. In order to determine these coefficients properly, the sensitivity of MOSA optimization results to these values needs to be examined first. Among the six coefficients, c 1 and c 6 are chosen for the sensitivity analysis because of the following reasons. First, they are the penalty coefficients related directly to the dual objectives in this study and therefore are considered more important than the others. Second, the MTC and PDB constraints can be readily satisfied whereas the peaking and cycle length constraints are more difficult to meet. Third, the 3-D peaking factor and radial peaking factor are interrelated. For the required sensitivity analysis, four different values are assigned to each penalty coefficient, which comes up with 16 different cases in terms of the pair of values for~c 1 , c 6 ! as listed in Table II. For the application of the ST, the probability parameter e 2 is arbitrarily set to 0.954. This implies that the probability that dJ is within the 2s ranges around dJ is 95.4% no matter which distribution dJ may actually assume. To validate this, we calculated dJ for about 3000 independent LPs for each case of Table II and examined the fraction of LPs whose dJ value is within dJ 6 2s. As shown in Fig. 4 , the fraction of LPs whose dJ is within the 2s ranges of dJ turns out to be .95.4% for all 16 cases. Thus, this ensures that the lower and upper bounds of dJ given by Eq.~14! are met.
For each of the 16 cases, the dual-objective LP optimization calculations are performed, and 16 sets of the final candidate LPs are obtained as summarized in Table III , which lists the number of LP's sampled~N gen !, the number of LPs subject to 3-D evaluations~N 3-D !, the number of LPs accepted~N a !, the screening efficiencỹ h ST !, the number of feasible LPs~N fea !, the number of candidate LPs~N can !, and the turnaround time~T hr !. It is observed that all the LPs in the final candidate set satisfy all the design constraints imposed: namely, the values of the penalty function are all zero, and only those LPs that are nondominating mutually remain in the final candidate set.
The screening efficiency turns out to range from 51 to 74%, and the turnaround time varies from 6.8 to 13 h on a Linux cluster consisting of 35 Xeon CPUs~eleven 3.0-GHz Xeon 3.0 CPUs and twenty-four 2.33-GHz Xeon 64 CPUs!. A final candidate LP set is always produced for each of the 16 cases although the number of LPs in each candidate set differs depending on the cases. For further examination, the L c Ϫ F r plots of all the LPs in the 16 candidate sets are shown in Fig. 5 . From comparison of the candidate LP sets in terms of the cycle length and the peaking factor of the individual LPs, it seems that cases 7, 11, or 12 give rise to better LPs while case 10 has worse LPs than those in any other candidate sets. The better LPs here refer to those that have relatively longer cycle lengths but relatively lower peaking factors and are located in the lower right region of Fig. 5 .
By observing that c 1 ϭ 1 and c 6 ϭ 10 for the best case~case 7! and c 1 ϭ 10 and c 6 ϭ 1 for the worst casẽ case 10!, one may conjecture that the penalty coefficients may affect the optimum results of the dualobjective SA calculations. To ascertain whether this is a Fig. 5 . Figure 6 shows the L c Ϫ F r plots of the 55 LPs in the 12 candidate sets. The L c Ϫ F r plots show that in contrast to the observation in Fig. 5 , case 7 can generate worse candidate LPs while case 10 can produce better candidate LPs comparable to those plotted for this case in Fig. 5 , depending on the random number sequence. This indicates clearly that the outcome of the dual-objective SA optimization depends less on the values of the penalty coefficients represented here by c 1 and c 6 but rather strongly on the stochastic effect.
The weak dependence on the penalty coefficients can be better explained by using Fig. 7 , which illustrates the dependence of the discontinuous penalty function J~X ! on one of the penalty coefficients c i . The three curves in Fig. 7 are obtained with the three different c i values, but they share the same discontinuity point and the same horizontal line below this point. Consider now two LPs, a feasible LP X, and a nonfeasible LP X ' . The discontinuous penalty function value of X is always zero regardless of the value of c i while that of X ' is 3, 5, and 9, respectively, for the three different c i values. Obviously, the acceptance probability of new LPs above the nonfeasible region depends on c i values. Therefore, the moves from a nonfeasible LP like X ' to another nonfeasible LP are affected by c i values. The effect depends on where the moves occur and becomes increasingly weaker as the region of moves approaches the feasible region. Suppose now that X is produced as a new LP from X ' in the course of the MOSA calculation. This is the move that reduces the discontinuous function value. Though the magnitude of reduction in the discontinuous function values depends on the c i value, X is always accepted, regardless of the c i values. Once X is produced, the acceptance probabilities for the moves from X to other feasible LPs around X are not affected because the moves do not change the discontinuous penalty function values no matter what values c i may have. Only the stochastic effect is dominant in the feasible region and can lead the search to the nonfeasible region. Although the value of c i can affect the path leading to the feasible region, it is not very significant unless the feasible region is very narrow. Finer tuning in the feasible region is performed stochastically by dominance check. This is the merit of the new MOSA algorithm based on the discontinuous penalty function and dominance check.
IV.C. Optimization Calculation for Cycle 4 Core of YGN4
With all the necessary input parameters for the MOSA algorithm as specified above, ten independent MOSA optimization runs are conducted. Each MOSA run is done with different random number sequences to examine the stochastic effect. The results are summarized in Table IV . From the results of ten MOSA runs, it is estimated that the average CPU time is ;8.1 h. The average screening efficiency is ;66% with approximately 95 770 LPs out of approximately 144 000 LPs generated in ten MOSA runs screened out.
On the ten-run average, a total of 372 LPs out of 14 400 LPs are found to be feasible solutions; among them 5 remain as candidate LPs. Actually, the ten optimization runs produced a total of 54 candidate LPs, which are displayed in L c Ϫ F r plots in Fig. 8 . From an additional dominance check over them, five final candidate LPs are finally obtained. Shown in Table V are the core performance parameters of the 15 candidate LPs selected by the order of cycle length. It should be noted that all the final five LPs are included in Table V and that they are better than the reference one in that the cycle length is longer by .20 days while the peaking is lower by .2.5%. Surprisingly though, it turns out that all of the five final candidate LPs are produced from the third SA run. Figure 9 displays the number of the feasible LPs and that of candidate LPs in the candidate LP set as a function of the stage number of the third optimization run. Figure 10 illustrates the evolution of the candidate LP set with the progress of the stages. The first candidate LP appears at the 31st stage and is removed by the second candidate LP, which is generated at the 32nd stage because it is dominated by the second LP. The second candidate LP is then removed at the 33rd stage by three mutually nondominating candidate LPs, all of which dominate the second one. The candidate LP set continues to be updated with the progress of stages until updating it ends up with the final five LPs at the last stage of number 39. Judging from the standpoint of the intended dual objectives of the problem, the final five LPs show clearly a certain degree of the trade-off between the two objectives. This means that our new MOSA has reached the trade-off surface of the optimum solution to the LP problem. Among the final five LPs shown in Fig. 10 , the one marked with a circle seems to be the best in terms of the cycle length and the radial peaking factor. This LP corresponds to the third one listed in Table V and is shown in Fig. 11 . Table V shows that the total number of fresh FAs loaded in the five final candidate LPs and the reference LP have the same number of fresh LPs but that the splits of the three types of fresh FAs are different. This is attributed to the fact that in the previous ten MOSA optimization runs, the number of BPRs in the fresh FA was treated as a variable to be determined. In order to compare the reference LP and the MOSA-derived optimum LP on the equal condition, five additional MOSA optimization runs are conducted using the same FAs used for the reference LP of the cycle 4 core of YGN4. The five runs have produced 37 candidate LPs from which 13 LPs are finally obtained through the dominance check. Figure 12 presents a comparison of these 13 candidate LPs and the previous 5 LPs in terms of the cycle length and the radial peaking factor. All 13 candidates exceed the reference LP in terms of the two core performance parameters, which clearly demonstrates the capability of the MOSA optimization scheme proposed here. On the other hand, they are inferior to the previous five LPs. This is simply the consequence of the increased degree of freedom in the former case to allow different burnable poison loading.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a 2-D-based ST as well as a new MOSA algorithm that is based on the discontinuous penalty function. In principle, the new MOSA algorithm and the ST can be applicable to both boiling water reactors and PWRs. But, their effectiveness has been examined only for a dual-objective reload design problem of the cycle 4 core of the YGN4 PWR plant. The discontinuous penalty function J~X ! formulated here for the new MOSA algorithm is very different from Engrand's G function. The former is constructed as the sum of discontinuous penalty functions J i~X ! of similar magnitude that represent either the individual objectives or the constraints, while the latter as the sum of logarithms of the individual objective functions of dissimilar magnitude. The role of two functions appears to be similar because they are used to determine the acceptance probability of trial solutions produced in the course of MOSA optimization calculations.
Unlike the G function, however, J~X ! is the composite objective function to be minimized in accordance with the given multiple-objective minimization problem. These differences between the two functions make the new MOSA algorithm distinct from Engrand's. In particular, the construction of J~X ! by the individual penalty functions J i~X !'s of similar magnitude and discontinuity gives advantageous features to the new MOSA algorithm over the existing MOSA algorithms. It makes the new MOSA algorithm avoid the shortcoming of Engrand's, which is ascribed to the dissimilar magnitude of the individual objective functions forming his G function and thus results in much less sensitive dependence on the penalty coefficients and objective weighting coefficients. It also makes the new MOSA algorithm much simpler than the improved MOSA algorithm, 6 ,7 which uses individual annealing temperatures for each objective in order to get around the shortcoming of Engrand's method. The new MOSA algorithm does not have the drawbacks of Parks and Suppapitnarm such as the risk of committing the underflow or overflow errors in acceptance probability computation, faster cooling of one objective over the other objectives or premature cooling, constraint violation of accepted solutions, etc. It must be noted that to overcome these drawbacks, Keller had to correct the formula for acceptance probability, adjust annealing rate parameters for individual objectives, adopt a two-stage annealing schedule for the primary objectives and adaptive penalty control algorithm, use termination criterion, etc., at the cost of complexity and empiricism.
The 2-D-based ST, which is designed to avoid the expensive 3-D calculations for unfavorable LPs that are frequently encountered during the course of SA, is very effective, as demonstrated by the solution of the new MOSA algorithm to the dual-objective reload core design problem. The average screening efficiency turns out to be ;66%, which amounts to a speedup factor of ;3. As a result, the new MOSA algorithm can produce a candidate LP set with the average turnaround time of ;8 h on a LINUX cluster loaded with 35 Xeon CPUs .
The resulting LPs obtained from repeated MOSA optimization runs for the cycle 4 core of YGN4 turn out to be better than the reference LP regardless of whether the same constituents of fresh FAs are used or not. The cycle length of the newly found LP is longer by .20 days than the reference LP while the peaking is lower by .2.5%. From these observations, it is safely concluded that the new MOSA optimization method proposed here is an effective method and works well in practice to produce a set of candidate LPs meeting all the imposed constraints while satisfying the mutually exclusive objectives with affordable computing resources and time.
